Limited Plant Guarantee
Thank you for entrusting your landscape installation with Earthadelic. We maintain the highest standards in
everything we do which allows us to stand behind all of the products we use in delivering our services. This
includes a limited one (1) year, (from the date of planting), guarantee of most plant material we install in
your landscape. Our plant guarantee includes removal of the warranted plant material and replacement
planting by Earthadelic landscape professionals.
Plants are living organisms and in addition to proper selection and planting require adequate care to survive.
(Please see our plant care guide) All plants are stressed at the time of planting and most don’t begin to really
thrive until the third year in their new environment. The terms of our plant guarantee are listed below and
Earthadelic reserves the exclusive right of determining the application of these guarantee terms by one of
our landscape professionals. One of the core tenants on which our business is built is integrity and a
reflection of this is our track record of more than fair assessments on guarantee claims.
Terms of Limited Plant Guarantee









One (1) replacement for one (1) year from date of planting. (replacements not guaranteed)
Payment for original plants are paid in full by customer
Customer has notified Earthadelic of unusual condition of plants likely indicating poor health prior to
death when realistic.
Gross negligence of plant care, e.g., failure to water regularly, failure to provide reasonable winter
protection, physical damage such as mowers, cars, weed eaters, etc.
Plants are damaged or killed due to acts of nature such as storms, drought, ice storms
Plants are damaged or killed due to wildlife damage, e.g., deer or insects
Plants are planted in customer acknowledged poorly draining area
Plants specifically excluded from guarantee

_____________________________________________________________________
Plants Excluded from Guarantee:









All Annuals
Gardenia
Indian Hawthorn
Loropetalu
Ornamental Grasses
Rosemary
Lavender
Tropicals

Guarantee is not transferable and does not cover any care or maintenance subsequent to planting
replacement plant material.

